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BEYBLADE SPRING 2019 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Ride the rails in 2019 with the introduction of the BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK technology! Featured in season three 
of the BEYBLADE BURST anime series, the SLINGSHOCK line allows fans to rush into battle with tops featuring rail-riding 
capabilities, resulting in intense head-to-head clashes. Scan the code on BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tops to unleash 
the top in battle and mix and match with other components in the BEYBLADE BURST app. Let it rip!  
 
New BEYBLADE products for Spring 2019 include: 

 
BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK RAIL RUSH BATTLE SET  
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $34.99 /Available: Spring 2019) 
Ride the rails with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tech! RAIL RUSH BEYSTADIUM features a dual rail system that propels 
tops through the rails and into the Battle Ring for intense head-to-head clashes. SLINGSHOCK rail system hurtles tops 
around curves and redirects them towards epic burst moments. Bladers can keep the Performance Tips in Battle Ring 
Mode to defend their position in the BEYSTADIUM or convert them to SLINGSHOCK Mode to ride the rails and charge into 
battle.  Scan code on BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tops’ Energy Layers and RAIL RUSH BEYSTADIUM to unleash each in 
the BEYBLADE BURST app. Let it rip! Includes BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK: right-spin tops (2), right/left-spin launchers 
(2), RAIL RUSH BEYSTADIUM (1), and instructions. Available at most major retailers nationwide. 
 
BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK DUAL PACK Assortment  
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99 /Available: Spring 2019) 
Ride the rails with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tech! Rush into battle with SLINGSHOCK tops that combine rail-riding 
capabilities with the ability to "burst" into pieces during battle (burst rates vary), resulting in intense head-to-head clashes. 
Bladers can keep the Performance Tip in Battle Ring Mode to defend their position or convert it to SLINGSHOCK Mode to 
amp up the battle and ride the rails of a BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM (Sold separately. Subject to 
availability). Requires 2 BEYBLADE BURST right-spin launchers and 1 BEYBLADE BURST BEYSTADIUM, each sold separately. 
Subject to availability. Scan code on BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tops' Energy Layers to unleash the tops in the Beyblade 
Burst app. Let it rip! Includes BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK: tops (2) and instructions. Each sold separately. Available at 
most major retailers nationwide. 
 
BEYBLADE RIP FIRE Assortment 
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2019)  
Ride the rails and light up the battle with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK RIP FIRE tops! Rush into battle with the rail-
riding capabilities of SLINGSHOCK tops that convert from Battle Ring Mode to SLINGSHOCK Mode. SLINGSHOCK RIP FIRE 
Performance Tips feature light-up effects that activate when launched into battle! Requires BEYBLADE BURST 
BEYSTADIUM, sold separately. Battle with a SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM to activate rail-riding capabilities! (Sold 
separately. Subject to availability). Scan code on BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK RIP FIRE top's Energy Layer to unleash 
the top in the BEYBLADE BURST app. Let it rip! Includes BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK RIP FIRE right-spin top (1), 
right/left-spin launcher (1), and instructions. Each sold separately. Available at most major retailers nationwide.  
 
BEYBLADE BURST EVOLUTION SWITCHSTRIKE STARTER PACK Assortment  
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $12.99 /Available: Spring 2019) 
Switch up your striking powers with BEYBLADE BURST SWITCHSTRIKE tops. SWITCHSTRIKE features affect the way tops 
behave to help bladers customize the course of battle. Can "burst" into pieces (burst rates vary). First blader to reach 3 
points wins. Scan code on BEYBLADE BURST SWITCHSTRIKE top's Energy Layer to unleash the top and mix and match with 
other components in the Beyblade Burst app. Let it rip! Requires BEYBLADE BURST BEYSTADIUM, sold separately. Subject 
to availability. Includes BEYBLADE BURST SWITCHSTRIKE: top (1), right/left-spin launcher (1), and instructions. Each sold 
separately. Available at most major retailers nationwide. 
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BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK STARTER PACK Assortment 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99 /Available: Spring 2019) 
Ride the rails with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tech! Rush into battle with SLINGSHOCK tops that combine rail-riding 
capabilities with the ability to "burst" into pieces during battle (burst rates vary), resulting in intense head-to-head clashes. 
Bladers can keep the Performance Tip in Battle Ring Mode to defend their position in the BEYSTADIUM or convert it to 
SLINGSHOCK Mode to ride the rails and amp up the battle.  Requires BEYSTADIUM (Sold separately. Subject to availability). 
Battle in a SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM to activate rail-riding capabilities! (Sold separately. Subject to availability). Scan code 
on BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK top's Energy Layer to unleash the top in the BEYBLADE BURST app. Let it rip! Includes 
BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK: top (1), right/left-spin launcher (1), and instructions. Each sold separately. Available at 
most major retailers nationwide. 
 
BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK PRECISION STRIKE LAUNCHER 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99 /Available: Spring 2019) 
Ride the rails with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tech! The wind-up PRECISION STRIKE LAUNCHER is trigger-activated 
for a more precise launch. Launcher works with right or left-spin BEYBLADE BURST tops, including SLINGSHOCK tops 
(Each sold separately. Subject to availability). SLINGSHOCK tops feature converting Performance Tips designed to amp 
up the battle by riding the rail systems of a SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM (Sold separately. Subject to availability). 
SLINGSHOCK rail systems hurtle tops around curves and redirect them toward epic burst moments. For use with 
BEYBLADE BURST tops and BEYSTADIUM (Each sold separately. Subject to availability). Target your launch over different 
parts of the SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM to vary your battle strategy. Scan code on the BEYBLADE BURST PRECISION 
STRIKE LAUNCHER to unleash it in the BEYBLADE BURST app. Let it rip! Includes BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK 
PRECISION STRIKE LAUNCHER and instructions. Available at most major retailers nationwide. 
 
BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99 /Available: Spring 2019) 
Ride the rails with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tech! SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM features a rail system that propels tops 
through the rails and into the Battle Ring for intense head-to-head clashes. SLINGSHOCK rail system hurtles tops around 
curves and redirects them towards epic burst moments. Battle with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tops with Performance 
Tips that convert between two modes. Bladers can keep their Performance Tip in Battle Ring Mode to defend their position 
in the BEYSTADIUM or convert them to SLINGSHOCK Mode to ride the rails and charge into battle. (SLINGSHOCK tops sold 
separately. Subject to availability.) Requires BEYBLADE BURST tops and BEYBLADE BURST launchers to battle, each sold 
separately. Subject to availability. For optimal rail riding action, battle with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tops! Scan code 
on SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM to unlock the corresponding digital BEYSTADIUM and rail system in the BEYBLADE BURST 
app. Let it rip! Includes BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM. Available at most major retailers nationwide. 
 
BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK SINGLE TOP Assortment  
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $7.99 /Available: Spring 2019) 
Ride the rails with BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK tech! Rush into battle with SLINGSHOCK tops that combine rail riding 
capabilities with the ability to "burst" into pieces during battle (burst rates vary), resulting in intense head-to-head clashes. 
Bladers can keep the Performance Tip in Battle Ring Mode to defend their position in the BEYSTADIUM or convert it to 
SLINGSHOCK Mode to ride the rails and amp up the battle.  Requires BEYBLADE BURST right-spin launcher and 
BEYSTADIUM, each sold separately. Subject to availability. Battle with a SLINGSHOCK BEYSTADIUM to activate rail riding 
capabilities! (Sold separately. Subject to availability). Scan code on BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK top's Energy Layer to 
unleash the top in the BEYBLADE BURST app. Let it rip! Includes BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK: top (1) and instructions. 
Each sold separately. Available at most major retailers nationwide.  
 
New BEYBLADE products for Fall 2019 include: 
 
BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK RIPTIDE BLAST SET 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 /Available: Fall 2019) 
Amp up the battle with the BEYBLADE BURST RIPTIDE BLAST LAUNCHER! Launcher features a gauge with tech that 
measures the strength at which a top is launched. Bladers can use the Power Gauge to measure their progress and boost 
their skills! Launcher works with both right and left-spin BEYBLADE BURST tops. Ride the rails WITH BEYBLADE BURST 
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SLINGSHOCK tops that combine rail-riding capabilities with the ability to "burst" into pieces during battle (burst rates 
vary), resulting in intense head-to-head clashes. Performance Tips have 2 modes so bladers can vary their SLINGSHOCK 
strategy! Requires BEYBLADE BURST BEYSTADIUM, (Sold separately. Subject to availability). Scan code on BEYBLADE 
BURST SLINGSHOCK top's Energy Layer and RIPTIDE BLAST LAUNCHER to unleash each in the BEYBLADE BURST APP. Let 
it rip! Includes BEYBLADE BURST SLINGSHOCK: right-spin top (1), RIPTIDE BLAST LAUNCHER (1), and instructions. 
 
BEYBLADE BURST TURBO SLINGSHOCK CROSS COLLISION BATTLE SET 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99 /Available: Fall 2019) 
Ride the rails with Beyblade Burst Slingshock tech! Cross Collision Beystadium features a quadruple rail system that can 
propel tops through the rails and into the Battle Ring from either side of the Beystadium. Bladers can keep the 
Performance Tips in Battle Ring Mode to defend their position in the Beystadium, or convert them to Slingshock Mode 
to ride the rails and rush into battle. Included Slingshock tops feature Combination Energy Layers that can be split into 2 
pieces, then rearranged for customization. Comes with 2 direction-changing chips so bladers can choose whether they 
want to battle with a right-spin top or a left-spin top.  Scan code on Beyblade Burst Slingshock tops’ Energy Layers and 
Cross Collision Beystadium to unleash each in the Beyblade Burst app. Let it rip! Includes everything needed to battle: 
Beyblade Burst Slingshock Cross Collision Beystadium, 2 Slingshock right/left-spin launchers, 2 Slingshock tops with 
customizable Energy Layers, 2 direction-changing chips, and instructions. 
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